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In the most laudatory terms. He says, " If civilization
is to become an article of trade between England and
India, I am convinced that England will gain by the
import cargo." Sir Charles Trevelyan, on the other
hand, speaks of them as a morally depraved people, to
whom "the phenomenon is truly astonishing" "of a
race of men on whose word perfect confidence may be
placed." " The natives require to be taught rectitude of
conduct much more than literature and science."
The Professor is evidently inclined to take the favour-
able view. He thinks the ordinary view of their falsehood
and dishonesty is applicable only to the rabble of the
cities and the frequenters of our courts, but is most
unjust to the unsophisticated people of the country,
whose truthfulness he extols. After the laudation of
these honest and truthful people, I must say I was
amused with the naivsti of the learned Professor, when
he goes on to show that the excellence of his proteges
is not sufficiently strong to be maintained in the face of
temptation. He says, "A man but of his village com-
munity is out of his element and under temptation.
What would be called theft or robbery at home, is called
a raid or conquest if directed against distant villages;
and what would be falsehood or trickery in private life,
is honoured by the name of policy and diplomacy if
successful against strangers.1' The lauded truthfulness
and honesty are so delicate that they cannot stand the
breath of the nipping cold which has to be encountered
when they leave their sheltered enclosure. The excel-
lence is, according to the Professor, though he does not
say so in words, merely conventional, as it rests on the
principle of mutual insurance among those who form a
closely-knitted community, bound together by common

